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Abstract 

In this paper we develop a formal computational theory of high-level linguistic 
communication that serves as a foundation for understanding cooperative action in groups of 
autonomous agents. We do so by examining and describing how messages affect the planning 
process and thereby relating communication to the intentions of the agents. We start by 
developing an abstract formal theory of knowledge representation based on the concept of 
information. We distinguish two types of information: state information, which describes the 
agent's knowledge about its world (knowing that) and process information, which describes the 
agent's knowledge of how to achieve some goal (knowing how). These two types of information are 
then used to formally define the agent's representation of knowledge states including the agent's 
intentional states. We then Show how situations and actions are related to the knowledge states. 
Using these relations we define a formal situation semantics for a propositional language. Based 
on this semantics, a formal pragmatic interpretation of the language is defined that formally 
describes how any given knowledge representational state is modified by a given message. 
Finally, using this theory of meaning of messages or speech acts, a theory of cooperation by means 
of communication is described. 
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1. I n t r o d u c t i o n  

One of the most important and fruitful areas of research in Artificial Intelligence has been 
the planning of sequences of action and reasoning about action [Fikes & Nilsson 71, Sacerdoti 77, 
Moore 80, Pednault 85J. Recently attempts have been made to extend the theory and techniques 
evolved for single agent planning to multiagent planning [Konolige 80, Georgeff 83]. This work 
has given birth to an important new area: Distributed Artificial Intelligence (l)Al) where the 
central problem is the cooperation of multiple intelligent agents  to achieve a common goal 
[Genesereth et al. 86, Rosenschein 86]. 

lIowever, little at tention has been paid to the role of high-level communicat ion in 
cooperative planning and reasoning [Rosenschein 86l. We will argue that communication must 
play a central role in multiagent planning and cooperative action since without communication 
the achievement ofcomplex multiagent goals and actions is computationally unfeasible. 

In this paper we develop a formal computational  theory  of high-level  l inguis t ic  
communication that serves as a foundation for understanding cooperative action in groups of 
autonomous agents. We do so by examining and describing how messages affect the planning 
process and thereby relat ing communication to the intentions of the agents.  We s ta r t  by 
developing an abstract formal theory of knowledge representat ion based on the concept of 
information. We distinguish two types of information: state information, which describes the 
agent's knowledge about its world (knowing that) and process information, which describes the 
agent's knowledge of how to achieve some goal (knowing how). These two types of information are 
then used to formally define the agent's representation of knowledge states including the agent's 
intentional states. We then show how situations and actions are related to the knowledge states. 
Using these relations we define a formal situation semantics for a language fragment. Based on 
this semantics, a formal pragmatic interpretation of the language is defined that  formally 
describes how any given knowledge representational s tate is modified by a given message.  
Finally, using this theory of meaning of messages or speech acts, a theory of cooperation by means 
of communication is described. 

After describing the problem in §2 and looking at previous approaches in §3, weflevelop a 
formal theory of knowledge representation in §4 - §5. We then develop the communication theory 
in §6. A pragmatics of speech acts is sketched in §7. A theory of social cooperation is outlined in 

§8. 

2. T h e  P r o b l e m  of  Soc ia l  A c t i o n  in DA!  

tiow is it possible for a group of independent agents, such as humans, robots or processes in 
a distributed environment to achieve a social goal? By a social  goal  we mean a goal that  is not 
achievable by any single agent alone but is achievable by a group of agents.  Note that  the 
coordination of sequential processes [Dijkstra 68J and the problem of multi-robot control [Lozano- 
P(~rez 83] are special cases of this more general problem. 
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The key element that distinguishes social goals from other goals is that  they require  
cooperation; social goals are not, in general, decomposable into separate  subgoals tha t  are 
achievable independently of the other agent's activities. In other words, one agent cannot simply 
proceed to perform its action without considering what the other agents are doing. Examples 
include the operation of a factory, the construction of a ship, or lifting a couch. 

Complex social goals will require many levels of cooperation, llow does a group of agents 
achieve the cooperation that is necessary to accomplish social goals? 

The possible solutions to our problem range between two poles: From those involving no 
communication to those involving high-level, sophisticated communication. The solutions 
implicit in previous research fall somewhere in between, t lowever,  none of the previous 
approaches develop the solution adopted by human agents, namely, that  of using high-level 
linguistic communication to achieve complex social action. This is the solut ion we will 
investigate. First, we look more specifically at previous approaches. 

3. Previous Approaches  

Previous research in computer science on multiagent action, e.g., in operating systems 
theory, distributed systems, parallel processing and distributed artificial intelligence DA1, has 
implicitly or explicitly taken a position with regard to the problem of how cooperative social 
action is to be achieved. They have been limited to the following kinds of communication: 

3.1. No Communica t ion  

The agent rationally infers the other agent's intentions (plans) [Genesereth et al. 86, 
Rosenschein 86]. However, there are difficulties inherent in this approach: First, the solution fails 
to work when there are several optimal paths to the same goal. For then there is by definition no 
general rational way of deciding which choice to make, and communication is necessary to resolve 
the uncertainty.  Second, rat ionally inferring the decisions of the other  agents  r equ i re s  
knowledge of the other agent's beliefs. How does the agent get that knowledge except by some 
form of communication? Third, if the other agents are themselves speculating on what the others 
are going to do, we get potentially infinite nestings of belief. Finally, irrespective of the above 
difficulties even if cooperat ion were possible by pure mutua l  ra t ional  deduct ion ,  the  
computational cost of rationally deducing the other agent's intentions would he enormous for 
cooperative activity of even mild complexity. We are not saying rational deduction is not used in 
cooperative behaviour. Indeed, often it is necessary: see related work on helpful responses [Allen 
79, Allen and Perrault  80l. Our claim is that  it is inadequate for achieving sophist icated 
cooperative action. 

3.2. Pr imi t ive  Communica t ion  

In this case, communication is restricted to some finite set of fixed signals (usually two) 
with fixed interpretations [Dijkstra 68, Hoare 781. Georgeff [83] has applied this work to 
multiagent planning, to achieve avoidance of conflict between plans for more than one agent. It 
has also been applied in robotics to coordinate parallel activity [for a review see Lozano-P6rez 83]. 

The coordination made possible by these means is limited, being primarily used to avoid 
conflicts between sequential processes. Sophisticated cooperative action is virtually impossible. 
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The reason is that the direct reference to one of a large repertoire of actions is not possible due to 
the limited number and types of signals available. Arbitrarily complex actions cannot be formed 
since there is no syntax of signals to build up complex actions. Hence, a rb i t ra r i ly  complex 
commands, requests and intentions cannot be expressed. It is somewhat  analogous to the 
distinction between machine-level and task-level robot programming [ 1,ozano-P6rez 83 I. 

3.3. Plan and Information Passing 

The agent A communicates his total plan to B and B communicates her total plan to A. 

Whichever plan arrives first is accepted IRosenschein 861. While this method can achieve 
cooperative action, it has several problems: First,  total plan passing is computa t iona l ly  
expensive. Second, there is no guarantee that the result ing plan will be warranted  by the 
recipient's database |Rosenschein $61. In addition to Rosenschein's criticisms, there are general 
problems with any form of total plan passing: First, total plan passing as a communicat ion 
strategy is unfeasible. In any real world application there is a great, deal of uncertainty about the 
present state of the world as well as its future. Hence, for real life situations total plans cannot be 
formulated in advance, let alone be communicated. At best, general strategies are communicable 
to the agent with more specific choices being computed with contextual information. Similar 
difficulties arise with preformulated linguistic intentions [see Grosz 851. 

Second, a given agent will usually have additional goals distinct from the sender. The 
sender must somehow guess the additional goals that the recipient wants if he is to choose the 
correct plan. A mutually satisfactory plan is guaranteed only if abstract goals and not just  total 
plans can be communicated Finally, and most importantly, how the plan is passed is left open, 
i.e., there is no theory of communication given. 

As fi)r infi~rmation passing in isolation [Rosenschein 86l, it suffers from all the problems 
mentioned in §3.1, except the second; since there is no explicit communication of intentions these 
must be deduced. 

3.4. Message  Passing 

1 lewitt 1771 has, we believe, the fundamentally correc! intuition that control of multiagent 
environments is best looked at in terms of communication structures, ttowever, he gives no 
formal syntax, semantics, or pragmaties for such communication structures. Thus no systematic 
account or theory of communication for message passing between agents is given. 

3.5. High-level Communication 

A great deal of good work has been done on speech act planning lCohen and Perrault  79, 
Allen and Perrault  80, Appelt 851. It would seem this work would be ideal for our purposes. What 
is lacking is that  those works are restricted to the planning by a single agen t  of some 
communicative act to another agent. They do not give an explicit formal theory of how complex 
intentional states are formed by the process of communication. The reason is that they do not 
explicate the conventional meaning of the speech act and how that is related to planning and 
intention formation. No systematic theory of the semantics or pragmaties of a language fragment 
is developed. 

A ppelt 1851 does implicitly describe the information state ! by Know and Belief operators. 
Similarly, the intentional state S , described below, is implicitly described by an Intends 
operator, ilowever, there is no explicit formal theory of these structures given. Grosz 1851 takes 
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an impor t an t  step in this direct ion when she c lear ly  reconizes these s t ruc tu re s  for discourse  

theory.  She does not make  any a t t e m p t  a t  formalizat ion.  

To sum up, in none of the above studies is a formal  computa t iona l  theory  given as to how it  

is possible to communica te  incrementa l ly ,  to tai lor  and adjust  p lan c o m m u n i c a t i o n  to fit  an  

uncer ta in  world of changing  c i rcumstances .  Therefore ,  no complex communica t ion  of s t ra teg ic  

in format ion  is possible. In this paper  we extend the inves t igat ion to complex communica t i on  

be tween agen ts  in a high-level language.  This  m a k e s  possible the coordinat ion of a r b i t r a r i l y  

complex social act ivi ty.  We begin with some conceptual  pre l iminar ies .  

4. S i t u a t i o n s  A n d  A c t i o n s  

Let IN l) be the set  of i n d i v i d u a l s ,  R the set  of n-ary re la t ions  on IN I), for n -> 0. Let  T be 

the set  of all t imes  ordered by a l inear  re lat ion < .  l,et TP be the set  of t i m e  p e r i o d s  over  q' [see 

Allen 841. in context,  we will use t to represen t  e i ther  ins tan ts  or t ime periods. I Jet s be a 

situation at  a given instant .  A s i tuat ion is a par t i a l  desc r ip t ion  of the  s t a t e  of  the  world.  

S i tua t ions  are  defined in t e rms  of IND and R [Barwise and Per ry  83, McCar thy  and H a y e s  691. 

Let  Si t  be the set  of all possible si tuations.  An e v e n t  e is a par t ia l  function from the set  of t imes  

into the set  of possible s i tuat ions,  e :T  ~ Sit. Let EVENTS be the set  of all possible events .  

Let  a w o r l d  s t a t e  o be a total descript ion of the s ta te  of the world a t  a given ins tanL l lence  

a world s ta te  will be a total ly defined si tuation.  Z is the set  ()fall possible world s ta tes ,  l ,et H be a 

possible h i s t o r y  of the world over  t ime T. II will be a total  function from the set  of t imes  T into 

the set  of possible s ta tes  ,E, H : T ~ E. Let ~ be the set  o fa l l  possible histories.  A given his tory  

r e a l i z e s  an event  e over  period t c TP  iff Domain (e) = • and for each t ime t c Domain (e), et C }I t. 

l ,et Pa rHis t (  ~ ) be the set  ()fall possible partial histories Ht where  !t c Q. 

Actions will be special kinds of events.  A s imple  action a has  special roles associa ted  with 

it, namely ,  tha t  of agen t  and object, l,et ACT C EVENTS be the set  of all possible actions.  An 

action may he viewed as an ordered pair  a = < p, e > ,  where p i s  in the role of agen t  and e is an  

even t  genera ted  by tha t  agent.  An action a is r e a l i z ed  in a world his tory H if the even t  e is 

real ized in H and p per forms  e in It. Note tha t  our formal i sm allows s i m u l t a n e o u s  ac t ions  

because  act ions and events  are  not functions on possible states.  Ra the r  events  a re  real ized in 

re la t ion  to a sequence of world states ,  i.e., a world history.  An event  e thus  gene ra t e s  a class  e* of 

all world his tories  tha t  real ize e Icompare  Georgeff  861. 

5. K n o w l e d g e  R e p r e s e n t a t i o n  

5.1. T w o  K i n d s  o f  Uncertainty 

To mot iva te  the deve lopment  tha t  follows we dis t inguish two kinds of uncer ta in ty .  Norma l  

h u m a n  action as well as robot action occurs in the context  of the agen t  be ing uncer ta in  abou t  the 

exact  s ta te  of the world I Brooks 82]. For example ,  a robot may not know exact ly  where  an object 

is. We will call this  state uncertainty. An a g e n t  m a y  also  be u n c e r t a i n  a b o u t  how to do 

some th ing  or about  wha t  some other  agent  will do. For example  a robot may  not know how to open 

a bottle,  or robot A may  not know exact ly  where  robot B will go. We will call this  process 
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uncertainty. This distinction is an epistemological categorization of the nature of knowledge. 
State uncertainty is reduced by perception [Brooks 82] and by the communication of s tate  
information. Process uncertainty is reduced by search and by the communication of process 
information [Werner ]. 

5.2. Information States 

Agents act in the context of having knowledge about their  world. Without  sufficient 
knowledge of the state of the world, action would be impossible, in fact, strategies for action only 

exist given sufficient state information. Actions have informational preconditions [Moore 80 I. 

Formally, we represent the agents' state information by an information set I C ParH ist(gD. 

I is, thus, a set of partial histories Hr. l f l l t  e I then it means relative to the information available 
to the agent, I-It is a possible history at time t. We will refer to IA as the agent A's information 
state. An information state I is the set-theoretic analogue of'world conditions' in the situated- 
automate approach [see Rosenschein S.J. 86]. Let I* be the set of all l! c fl such that  there is an 

Hte I and Ht is a partial history of H. l* is the set of histories allowed by the information 1. With 
each information set I we associate a set of a l te rnat ives  Ait (1). Alternatives are the choices 
available to the agent given the information |. The greater the information the more refined the 

alternatives and the greater is the number of strategies that force specific goals. 

5.3. Intentional States 

A s t ra tegy  n is a function from information states I to the alternatives at I. With any 

given strategy n we associate a set n*, called the potent ia l  of n, of all worlds |! c Q where 1| is a 
possible outcome of n. Intuitively, the Set n* is a set of all world histories that are consistent with 
the strategy ll. Thus H e n* if tl is a possible history given n. An intentional state SA of an agent 

A is a set of strategies n e SA consisting of all those strategies that are consistent with A's plans 
and intentions S represents total intentional state of the agent. These are the strategies actually 
governing the agents actions. Which strategies actually apply depends on the actual information 
I that  is available to the agent. Some of the strategies in S will be information ga ther ing  
strategies. Intentional states will include action strategies, linguistic strategies LS, as well as 
cognitive strategies. 

5.4. Representational  States 

The representational state of an agent can thus be characterized by R = < 1, S, V>. We 
include Y for the sake of completeness. It represents the agent's eva lua t ion  of situations. The 

representational state RA may include the agent A's representation of B's representation, RS^. It 

may also include the agent A's representation of B's representation of A's representation, RB^^. 
Thus we can represent arbitrary levels of nesting of representations. 

6. Communicat ion  

We assume our agents communicate in a high-level language such as English. Let L be a 
fragment of some high-level language. We distinguish two basic types of speech acts in L, 
directives and informatives. Directives are used to change the intentional state of another agent. 

lnformatives  are used to change the information state of another agent. Directives will include 
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commands, demands, and requests, including requests for linguistic action, e.g., questions. 
Informatives will include assertions about the state of the world. 

To illustrate our theory, we will now provide a very simple formal language and give the 

syntax, semantics, and pragmatics for that fragment. We will then show how it can be used by 
agents in order to communicate state information and process information so tha t  they can 

cooperate. 

6.1. Syntax  

The language Lpt will include logical and temporal connectives: h (=and),  V (= or), -1 

(=not}, h ~ (= and then}, while (= while) 

1. Atomic Formulas  We distinguish two kinds of atomic sentences, pure  in format ives  p, q 

and pure  d i rec t ives  p!, q!. Directives will be indicated by adding an exclamation point. Note, in 
general, p and p! are distinct fi)rmulas that need have no relationship to one another. 

2. Complex F o r m u l a s  The formulas of our language will contain all and only those 

informatives or directives that satisfy the following conditions: 

(a} ln fo rmat ives  l fa  and 13 are informatives then a A 13, a V 13, ~ a, u h ~ 13, 

and u while 13 are informatives. 

(b) Directives Ira! and [3! are directives then the following are also directives: 

a! A 13!,a! V 1~!, ~ a!, a ! h  ~13!, and a! while [3! • 

6.2. Referent ia l  Semant ics  

With each atomic formula p we associate a referential component of its meaning, REF(p). 

For  lnformat ives:  REF(p) C EVENTS. The referential component of an informative will 

be an event type or class of events. 

For  Directives: REF(p!} C ACT. The referential component of a directive will be an action 
type or a class of actions. 

Below we will make use of a meta-predicate Holds, it is defined in the usual way by 

induction on the structure of the formulas of the language L. For atomic formulas, Holds (p, |!,  t) 

iffexists an e c REF(p) such that e is realized in H at t where t e TP. Given that  O is either an 
informative or directive then Holds ( O, H,  t) means that the event referred to by O is realized 

in the history tt relative to the time period t. 

Intuitively, the referential component is the set of events or actions of some type to which 
the sentences a or a! refer. For example, "Open the door!" refers to the action of opening the door 
as does "Bill opened the door". In the former case, no agent is specified so the class of possible 
situations where there is an opening of the door, includes all possible agents who can stand in the 
role of opening the door. Contextual information in the discourse situation will, in general, reduce 
this set. 

6.3. Pragmatics 

While the referential semantics formally describes the type of situation the sentence is 
about, the pragmatics, in our sense of the term, formally describes bow the sentence affects the 
knowledge representational state of the agent given the sentence is accepted as valid and 
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appropria te .  To aw~id possible confusion, we use the term p r a g m a t i c s  in the original  sense tha t  

Morris  |38l  used it when he f irs t  made  the d is t inc t ion  be tween  syn tax  , semant ics , ,  and 

pragmatics .  According to Morris semantics  describes the relat ionships between language  and the 

world, while pragmat ics  includes the relation of language to the speaking and unde r s t and ing  

subject. Since our  theory of meaning  includes the state  of informat ion and intent ion of the agent ,  

we use the te rm pragmat ics  to refer  to this theory of meaning.  The p r a g m a t i c  i n t e r p r e t a t i o n ,  

Prag,  thereby  is an account  of the conventional  meaning  of the sentence as unders tood by an 

a g e n t  in t e r m s  of  his r e p r e s e n t a t i o n  of his and o the r s '  i n t en t ions  and world knowledge .  

ln format ives  will t ransform the information state  ! of the agent  while direct ives  will t r ans fo rm 

the in tent ional  s ta te  S of the agent.  The more complex the language f r agmen t  the more complex 

the s t ruc tu re  of Prag  will be. 

I. F o r  l n f o r m a t i v e s  

1. For atomic formulas  p, Prag(p) : INF ~ INF 

Prag(p) is an operator  on the class of possible information s ta tes  INF of the agent.  It t akes  

an informat ion  s ta te  and gives ano ther  information s ta te  where Prag(p)( I ) = {tit : l i t  e l and 

exists  an e e REF(p) such tha t  e is realized in H}. Using s tandard  opera tor  notat ion we ab rev ia t e  

this to Prag(p)(l) = Prag(p) I. 

2. Given Prag is defined for the formulas ct and 13: 

Prag(n A 13) I = Prag(o) 1 f'l Prag(~) I 

Prag(Q V 13) I = Prag(a) I U Prag(l~) 1 

P r a g ( ~ a )  l = ! - Prag(a) l 

Prag  ( c t A ~  ~) ! = {Ht : l i t  t: l and there  exist  t imes to, t' ~ T P w h e r e l l o l d s ( c t ,  H, 

to) and Holds( ~, it ,  t') and t ,  < t'} 

P rag  (a while 13) I = {Ht : Ht t: I and for all to, t '  £ T P ,  if to contains  t '  then i f l lo lds (  

~, H, t ' ) t hen  Holds(% H, to)} 

For  example,  the pragmat ic  in terpre ta t ion  of the sentence a = 'Jan opened the door'  is 

a r r ived  at  as follows: REF(a) is the event  of Jan  opening the door. Prag(o) is an opera tor  on the 

bearer ' s  informat ion state  1 such that  Prag(a)l  is the reduction of the set I to those his tor ies  

where the event  referred to by a occurred. The hearer  A knows a if o holds in all the worlds in 

I .  Thus,  A comes to know that  o as a resul t  of receiving and in te rpre t ing  the message  a .  This  

semant ics  of know is s imilar  to tha t  used by Appelt and Hint ikka ,  however,  the idea is much 

older. It goes back at  least  as far  as Boltzmann in his work on the s tat is t ical  foundat ions  of  the 

second !aw of the rmodynamics  and is later  used by van Neumann  in his mathemat ica l  theory  of 

games.  

Note that  Prag describes the p r a g m a t i c  c o m p e t e n c e  of an ideal speaker  and not the  

actual  performance.  He may for various reasons  not  accept  the message.  But  for him to 

unders tand  the asser t ion or directive,  the conversat ional  par t ic ipant  must  know what  the effect  

of the message is supposed to be if he were to accept it. Thus,  a par t ic ipant  will not  jus t  have an 

actual  informat ional  and intent ional  s ta te  I and S but  also hypothet ical  represen ta t iona l  s ta tes  

HI and ItS tha t  are  used to compute the pragmat ic  effect of a given message.  If the pa r t i c ipan t  
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then accepts the message ,  H! or IIS will become a part  o f the  actual representat ional  state R = 

(I, S, V). 

II. For Directives 

1. For atomic directives p!, Prag(p!) : INT ~ INT 

The pragmatic  interpretat ion Prag for directives is an operator on the class of all possible 
intentional  s tates INT of an agent. Prag(p!) t ransforms intent ional  s ta tes  to produce a new 
intent ional  state where the agent intends to do p!. Specifically, given intent ional  state S, Prag(p!) 
S =  {u : f o r ce s (u  , p!)}. W h e r e f o r e e s ( n  , p!) i f f fora l l  tl c n*, there is an action a c REF(p!) 
such tha t  a is realized in tl. For a more complex language forces would be relativized to the 

discourse si tuat ion d and the information state ld of the agent  in the discourse situation. 

2. Given Prag isdefined for directives cd and [3!, 

Prag(o! A []!) S = Prag(u! l  S D Prag([~!) S 

Praglcl! V [~!) S : PraglaD S U Prag(p!) S 

Pi'agl--1 a!) S = S Pragla!) S 

Prag (a! A ¢  [3!) S = Ill : f o r a l l l t  c n* and there exist t imes to, t' c T P w h e r e  
llolds( n!, H, t, ,)and Holds( ~!, tt, t ' )and to < t'} 

Prag (a! while ~!) = {n : for all tl c n * , e x i s t s ,  t' c T P s u c h t h a t  Holds(o!,  II, t) 

and Holds( ~!, It, t') and t' contains t}. Note that  'while' is surrounded by two directives. It 
means tha t  the actions are to be done in parallel. 

For example, if o! = 'Open the door !' , REF( o! ) refers to the si tuat ion of the addressee A 
opening the door. Prag(ol) operates on A's intentional state SA such tha t  A opens the door. Prag 
does this by removing all those possible plans of A that  do not force o!.  And those are the plans n 

tha t  have some world H e n* where the si tuation referred to by a! is not realized in H .  The resul t  
is tha t  the agent  performs the directive no mat ter  what other goals he may have. Again, we are 
ta lk ing about the ideal pragmatic  competence. Another example: "! am going to the bank".  This 

informs the hearer  of the intentions of the speaker. It is ei ther  a self-directive tha t  updates the 
intent ional  state of the speaker (see § 7) as it is being said, or it reports the speaker 's  exist ing 
intentions.  In ei ther  case, it fits within our semantic theory since our theory of meaning  directly 

quantif ies  over intentional states. Note, even if it is a report  it sti l l  updates  the h e a t e r ' s  
representat ion Si~s of the speaker's intentions. 

The pragmatic theory of meaning is compositional in tha t  the meaning  of the whole is 

systematical ly  related to the meaning of the parts. Prag dis t r ibutes  over the proposi t ional  
s t ructure  of the sentence. This is as it should be since it is the key property tha t  allows us to 
in terpret  abi t rar i ly  complex directives. For example, the command "Get the money from the 
bank and then go to the airport!" should be given a meaning tha t  is composed of the meanings  of 
the individual conjuncts and the interpretat ion o f "and  then" should relate these two meanings.  
This is precisely what  our theory does. 

One might  object and say tha t  Prag is too abstract.  It seems to say no more than  'a message 
t ransforms the representat ional  state of a conversational part icipant  in a way tha t  is compatible 
with the compositional meaning of the message. '  A similar objection would apply to the semantic  
efforts ofTarski ,  Montague 1741, and Barwise [831. One might  object and say tha t  they are saying 
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no more than 'a sentence is true if it is true' or 'the meaning is given by the truth conditions' or 
'the meaning of a message is what it refers to'. The point is that these statements are conditions 

on the semantic enterprise. The detailed compositional structure of these theories is what gives 
them their power and their potential usefulness in the design and building of complex programs 
that  understand dialogue. Previous semantic theories have been restricted to assertions. Prag 
extends the semantics to include nonassertive speech acts (e.g., commands, requests, s tatements 
of intention, ect.). 2'hey, as it turns out, are the speech acts most useful for understanding social 

action. 

7.1 Overview 

Our work 

7. S p e e c h  A c t  T h e o r y  

provides a theoretical framework that  gives a systematic  account of the 
conventional meaning of speech acts. The conventional meaning of the speech act consists of two 

parts: its referential component and its force [Searle 691. The referential component is given by a 
situation semantics. The force is defined in terms of the pragmatic interpretation. The force of the 
speech act determines which type of representation is to be transformed by the operator Prag(a). 

Thus we are able to give an explicit theory of the force ofspeech acts. 

7.2. The  Force of  i l locut ionary  Acts 

What distinguishes a request i¥om an assertion? One answer is that their force is different. 
But what is force? According to Searle, when humans communicate they are engaged in an 

activity. Each portion of the communication is an action. An utterance, according to Searle, can 
be broken down into two basic components, the i l locut ionary  force F and the p ropos i t iona l  
content  p. The utterance is symbolized as F(p). In order to classify the different types of force 
F. Searle and Vanderveken attempt to reduce the force of a speech act to more primitive features 
(e.g., the point, the direction of fit, ect.). The force and the propositional content is then used to 
divide speech acts into six general classes. For details see Searle and Vanderveken 1851. 

Searle's attempt to define Ibrce is inadequate because some of the dimensions are redundant. 
The point, lot example, has no classificatory function since there is a one to one correspondence 
between the speech act type and the 'point' feature. The features are also vague and of 
questionable computational usefulness. Behind these problems lies a more devastating problem: 
As Searle and Vanderveken admit, they have no semantics for the two most central features in 
the definition of force, namely, the point and direction of fit of the speech act. Instead, they leave 

these notions primitive and unanalyzed. That, however, amounts to leaving the notion of force an 
unanalyzed concept. A proper theory of force requires a theory of intention. Since we have 
outlined such a theory, we can use it to formally define the force of a speech act. 

7.3 Speech  Acts in Communicat ion 

When people use language to communicate they do so to get things done. That  is why 
utterances have the effect of actions. But the reason that utterances have the effect they do is 
because they influence the cognitive state of the conversants. It is the harmony of the cognitive 
states of agents that  makes possible cooperative social action and forms the basis of society. 

On our view the meaning of the speech act is best understood if we understand how the speech 
act is meant to influence the cognitive states of the conversants. The force of a speech act lies in 

its unique distribution of effect on the cognitive substates of the conversants. A directive, for 
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example,  is mean t  to change the intentional  state of the recipient  in such a way tha t  the recipient  

will perform the actions referred to by the propositional content  of the directive.  The asser t ive  is 

mean t  to influence the informational  s tate  of the addressee. 

One objection to our view may be that  the theory of how a speech act effects the heare r  is the 

s tudy of per locut ionary  effect. The perlocut ionary effect is subject to the  id iosync ras i e s  of  

individual  performance and unders tanding  and, therefore,  cannot  be the meaning  of the speech 

act. We think differently.  One must  make a dist inction between the ideal cognit ive competence 

of the unders tanding  subject (i.e., the abili ty of the subject to unders tand  the speech act) and the 

actual  cognitive performance.  The meaning of a speech act is described by how it is to effect the 

ideal cognit ive state  of the conversants,  given that  the message is accepted. (see Pe r r au l t  1871 for 

a s imilar  view) 

7.4. A Pragmatics of Speech Acts 

We now give a semantic,  pragmatic  description of some of the speech acts  in Sea r l e ' s  

taxonomy. Fi rs t  some needed definitions. In what  follows we abs t rac t  from pure informat ives  and 

pure  direct ives and allow tha t  any given u t te rance  a will have both direct ive and informat ive  

content.  Prag(fi) will thus be defined on 1, S, and Y l,et <s ,  a, h >  be a speech act  where  s is the 

speaker ,  fi is the sentence expressed and h is the hearer  in the discourse s i tuat ion d. i,et the 

speaker  s have representa t ional  state Rs = ( I s ,  S s ,  Vs ) and the  h e a r e r  h have  

representa t iona l  s tate  R h ~- (lh , Sh , Via ). The different  kinds of speech acts can be 

di f ferent ia ted by how they effect the cognitive state of the conversants.  Specifically, the f o r c e  o f  

a s p e e c h  ac t  is the set of subrepresenta t ions  in R tha t  are  to be t ransformed by the speech act. 

An informat ion state  I f o r c e s  ct, in symbols, 1 II~ o ifffor  all H c I*, ca holds in H. An in tent ional  

s ta te  S f o r c e s  fi , in symbols, S I1~ a ifffor all n e S, n forces fi, i.e,, iff for all H e n*, a holds in 

H. Below we will use the shor thand notat ion of fil for Prag(a)(l) . 

1. Asse r t ives :  Example: "Bill opened the door." 

1.1. I h o:=.~ ol h ! 2. lsh u::=~ filsh 

Remark:  I h t ransforms to cfi h . Assert ives effect the informational  s tate  of the hearer .  They  

also effect the hearer ' s  representa t ion of the speaker 's  beliefs..  

2. D i rec t ives :  Example: "Open the door!" 

2.1. Sh o::::::.~ f i S h  2.2. Ss h u=¢ fiSs h 

Remark:  The command updates the hearer ' s  intentions to fiSh where h does the action fi. (aS 

s h describes the speaker 's  representa t ion  of the hea ter ' s  new intentions.  

3. Commis s ive s :  Example: "I will open the door." 

3.1. Ss Q~ (aSs 3.2. Sh s u=-> ctSh s 

Remark:  The speaker  commits  h imself  to folh)wing those s t ra tegies  tha t  insure the proposit ional  

content  of n , i.e., all the worlds in each n* realize the action referred to by fi. (aS h s represen ts  
the hearer ' s  resul t ing representa t ion  of the speaker 's  modified intentions. 

4. D e c l a r a t i o n s :  Example: "I r e s i g n " ,  "You're fired." 

4.1. ih a=-~ ' filh 4.2. I s u=.> fil s 4.3. Ss Q=-~ a s s  

4.4.  S h o :::::~ f i S h  4.5. S institution o ~ f iS institution 
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Remark: l]oth l.he hearer and speaker update their information s ta tes  to nlh and al s, 

respectively, where they know the resulting state brought on by the declaration. Furthermore, a 
declaration such as "you're fired" has specific intentional consequences such as no longer being 

paid. aS i n s t i t u t i o n  indicates that the declaration also has institutional effects. Namely, it effects 
the composite intentions of all those with roles involved in the employment relationship. 

. R e p r e s e n t a t i v e  l)eclaratives: Example: "1 find you guilty" 

5.1. lh o ~  oli~ 5.2. I s u:=.~ ol s 

5.3. Ss a ~  aSs 5.4. Sh oO ash  

5.5. S institutio n H::O (lSmstitution 5.6. I s []~ o 

Remark: The representative declarative differs from the declaration in that the former must be 

based on certain facts obtaining. ! s I]~ o expresses this condition. Again we see how social 
roles in an institution are affected by a declaration. The judge's declaration of guilt  and 
sentencing has very specific intentional consequences for the police and parole board, etc. These 

complex intentions are packed into the composite institutional role structure a S i n s t i t u t i o n  - What 
is so interesting is that our theory allows us to talk about such complex social processes. It takes a 

small step toward a better understanding of the relationship between linguistic communication 
and social structure. It is this property of our theory that makes it a promising candidate for the 
design of the complex systems being contemplated in distributed artificial intelligence. 

We have developed the outlines of a formal theory of meaning (semantics and pragmatics) 

of speech acts. We have used this tlleory to give a definition of illocutionary force in terms of the 
specific subrepresentations that the speech act is to modify. The subrepresentations are only 
sketched. But the point of tim approach is quite clear. The cognitive states of the conversational 

participants, For example, system and user, play a dominant role in the theory of meaning and 
force of speech acts. An actual iml)lementation of an algorithm for Prag and an actual knowledge 
representation scheme to describe the information, intentional, and evaluative states requires 

making significantly more detailed system design decisions. We have aimed at  providing a 
general theoretical framework for designing systems with a communicative competence using 
natural language. 

Our work, while distinct in its aims, is compatible with the work in speech act planning 

[Cohen 78, Cohen and Perrault 78, Allen 791, and discourse IOrosz 851, as that work is at the level 
of describing the speaker's linguistic intentional states. In fact, our work 15rovides unifying 
theoretical context fi)r that work in that  the planning of speech acts and, more general ly,  
discourse is part of the intentional component of the representational knowledge state. 

7.5.  C o n v e r s a t i o n a l  S t r a t e g i e s  

We generalize the notion of a speech act to a conversational act or strategy which once 
learned can be invoked to achieve certain categories of goals. We hypothesize tha t  real 
conversation is planned using whole linguistic action strategies or linguistic modules rather than 
individual speech acts. Within a module or a communicational frame individual surface speech 
acts may involve further planning. The available linguistic strategies are a specialized sub- 
representation: The linguistic intentions I,S within the overall intentional state S. It should be 

noted that scripts are just a particular instance of our more general conversational action 
strategy, for a script is just a well*structured plan. And a plan is simply a partial strategy. 
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8. S o c i a l  C o o p e r a t i o n  a n d  C o m m u n i c a t i o n  

Social action is made possible by the communication of state information and process 

information. State information is relayed by informative speech acts. Process information is 

relayed by directive speech acts. The social act, abstractly viewed, results from the composition of 

the agents' strategies. 

Intuitively, at the lowest level, the use of directives by an agent to control another can be 

viewed as a form of incremental plan passing. The plan is passed by messages that in effect are a 

coding for the construction of a plan or more generally a strategy. The recipient if he understands 

the conventional meaning of the message interprets the directive a! as a partial strategy. We can 

view the pragmatic effect of a! as either a reduction of the possible plans that guide actions of the 

agent, i.e., the set S or, equivalently, as building up the intentional state of the agent. 

Informatives are a way to pass state information and help to achieve a goal by e i ther  

fulfilling the informational preconditions of an action required by a strategy or hy acting as a 

form of indirect speech act I Allen 791 where the sender gives information that the recipient uses 

to rationally deduce what the sender wants Isee §31. Once interpreted the indirect speech act 

pragmatically acts like a directive that sets up the intentional state of the recipient. We now 

present a slightly more formal account ofcooperation. 

Social action demands dift~renl, levels of c()mmunicational complexity and structure. The 

simplest case is a mas ter -s lave  re la t ionsh ip  with one-way communication. One agent A uses a 

directive o! to control the actions of the recipient B. It works because the high-level message is 
given a pragmatic interpretation Prag(a!), which operates on the intentional state SB in such a 

way that Prag(o!)SB forces the desired goal, i.e., Prag(a!)SB I1~ gh- An intentional state S fo rces  

a goal g, in symbols, S I1¢ g ifffor all n c S, n forces g, i.e., iff for all H c if*, g is realized in ll. 

A may also communicate state information ~ to B to fulfil informational preconditions required 

by a strategy or to perform an indirect speech act. 

More complex is the case of one  way coope ra t ion  where A communicates Q! to B so that  

Prag(a!)SB +SA II ~ gA. By definition the composite S + S' of two intentional states S, S' together 

f i ) rceagoalg ,  insymbols, S + S '110g i f f fo ra l l  n e S, tx O c S' ,and for all H e n* N n o * , g i s  

realized in il. In other words, A sets up B's intentions so that when combined with A's intentions, 

their actions together achieve A's goal gA- 

Still more complex is the case of mutua l  coope ra t ion  where A and B have a mutual  

exchange of directives and informatives before proceeding to act. The mutual exchange results in 

a conversational history ho = ®1, - •. On where each Oi is either a directive or an informative 

speech act that includes information about the speaker and addressee in the discourse situation d. 

The pragmatically interpreted conversation Prag(h O) = Prag(Ol)Prag(O2) . . .  Prag(On) then 

results in the mutual goal gh,B, i.e., Prag(ho)RB + Prag(ho)Ra I[~ gA,a. 

Sophisticated and permanent societal  coope ra t i on  is made possible by the formation of 

social structures. A social  s t r u c t u r e  can be viewed as a set of social roles rol l ,  ... , roln, in a 

given environment ~. Roughly, each social role, rol, is an abstract description of an agent Rrol 

= < l ro l ,  Srol, Vrol > that defines the state information, permissions, responsibilities, and 
values of that  agent role. When an actual agent A assumes a role ro l ,  he internalizes that  role by 
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constraining his representational state RA to RA + Rrol • A social structure may have implicit 
and codified laws that further" define the intentional states of the agents as well as the roles of the 
social structure. These laws have their effect by acting on the intentional states of the agents. 
The society generated by the social structure functions because its agents take on the social roles 

that achieve the societal goals g s o c i e t y  • The roles and laws are such that 

Rrol I +-.. + Rrol. H :='~ gsociety • 

9. C o n c l u s i o n  

We have developed a ttleory of linguistic communication that explains social cooperation. 

We did this by developing a fi)rmal account of the agent's knowledge states, specifically his or her 
intentional states. The pragmatic interpretation also enabled us to give an account of the force of 
the speech act. The pragmatic interpretation links the linguistic message with its effect on the 

planning process as defined by the intentional state. It becomes possible to build up intentional 
states of unlimited complexity. This allowed us to give an account of social cooperative action 

because the intentional states of the agents are mutually modified by a communicative exchange, 
i.e., a conversation or discourse. The intentional states are thereby set up in such a way so that  
the social goal is achievable. We hinted at a clarification of the complex relationship between 

language and society made possible by our communication theory. 
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